Montebello Packaging Inc.
650 Industrial Drive
Lebanon, KY 40033
Tel: (270) 692-5760
Fax: (270) 692-0484

Montebello Packaging is a world class manufacturer of aluminum & laminate tubes, custom
extrusions & cans. Montebello, for over 50 years have focused on quality, performance,
innovation, and customer satisfaction.

JOB TITLE: PACKER/INSPECTOR
HOURLY PAY RATE: $10.70
QUALIFICATIONS: Must be able to move about freely and quickly in their assigned work
area and must be able to reach or get to all those parts of the line that are necessary for
proper operation. Must be able to recognize color variations, consistency and correctly
match decorated tubes to color standards. Must have 20/35 corrected vision at close range
and 20/40 corrected vision for distance vision. Must have good communication skills and be
able to work in a team based environment. Must be able to work any shift.
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: Simultaneously examines and packs tubes or cans
and does so at the speed necessary to keep up with the production line. Assists operators
with changing over the line and the weekly cleaning of the line. Meets or exceeds
established quality and production standards. Willing to work on any production line, on
any team or shift as assigned by supervisor. Must be capable of walking around the
building as needed to maintain contacts with personnel and product quality. Must be able to
tolerate the varying heat and chill of the plant that accompanies each season.





Reject tubes that do not meet specifications and/or quality standards.
Requests corrective action from the Line Operator and/or their supervisor when
quality problems continue in significant numbers.
Stacks full boxes of tubes on skids and moves the fully loaded skids from one area
of the Plant to another by use of hand-jack.
Uses and understands specification sheets.

SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL: Shift differential of .50/hr for 2nd and 3rd shifts.
BENEFITS: Medical, Dental, Vision, Prescription Drug Card, Basic Life, Additional Life,
Accidental death & Dismemberment, Dependent life, Short term disability and Long term
disability.

All applicants will be required to successfully pass a physical and drug screen.

